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MAKING YOUR
SIGNAGE
ACCESSIBLE
Signs have three functions
Informative: To communicate information
Directional: To give directions to a facility or service
Locational: To identify a location
General Guidelines
Signs should be accessible to all users this includes braille users,
people with low vision, and those with other learning or cognitive
disabilities
The most accessible sign is one which contains: Braille Raised print
and raised pictograms where appropriate (example, male and female
washrooms)
Always accompany a pictogram with print and braille text
Consider both English and French languages in both printed and
braille texts
Signage should be clear and consistent, clearly visible and easy to
understand.
Clear signage with raised lettering, Braille, and symbols.
Placement
Placement of signs should be at a consistent height and location
around a facility or trail
Place tactile signage where it can be reached easily without
obstruction
Place signs as close to the object or place it is indicating (e.g. place
“entrance” as close to the trailhead as possible)
Signs that contain both print and braille should be placed between
1400-1600mm from ground level to the bottom of the sign. This is the
optimal viewing point for both wheelchair users and people standing.
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Contrast
Ensure that lettering colour contrasts background colour so
that it can be easily located for persons with low vision. For
example, on a light-coloured wall use a dark background sign
with light-coloured print.
If the sign colour is similar to the wall colour use a thick
border of a different colour around the sign to assist
individuals to locate it.
Avoid putting signs on backgrounds with lots of visual clutter
Reflective glare will make signs more difficult to read. Use
non-reflection surfaces and ensure lighting does not create
glare on the signage.
Layout Signage should be bold ‘sans-serif’ lettering (e.g.
Helvetica) on a highly contrasting background
The “International Symbol of Accessibility” should be used to
indicate special amenities such as accessible
parking, accessible entrance, or accessible washrooms
All text and braille should be left-assigned and set
horizontally.
When print and braille are both placed on one sign ensure
that braille is at least 9.5mm below the written text.
Use simple, logical, and consistent layout
Avoid complicated images- keep designs simple and plain.
Avoid too much information on one sign If tactile pieces of
the sign degrade overtime ensure they are replaced so that
the sign remains readable.

For more information about making

Accessible

TRAILS

accessible trails please refer to this link
provided by the Rick Hansen Foundation:
https://www.rickhansen.com/sites/default
/files/downloads/acp-862-universaldesign-recommendationsaccessibletrails.pdf

